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Something in the air 

Whatever is in the air at the ABC is setting off alarm-bells among its 

audiences and supporters. 

What is happening to Your ABC, Our ABC? Where is the new managing 

director Jonathan Shier taking the ABC in the radical overhaul which is 

in progress? 

Changes are to be expected with a new MD but there is disquiet about 

the speed and nature of the current changes: the use of psychometric 

testing for proven ABC top talent; the haste with which sackings of top 

executives were made and the propriety of money being made 

available from the chairman of the board for headhunting even before 

Mr Shier took office. Of great concern is the resignation, along with 

many more, of the highly respected Sue Masters who was responsible 

for the commissioning of SeaChange, Wildside, Grass Roots and many 

other successes going back over 20 years. 

We have concerns that Mr Shier, coming from a background in 

marketing and commercial television, will take the ABC further down 

the path of commercialism to raise the funds denied it by an 

unfriendly government. He has used the terms'undervalued' and 

'undersold' to describe the ABC - ominously commercial terms. 

Ignoring the high level of public support, he uses his claims that the 

ABC is performing badly as justification for a complete 'shakeup', with 

everything 'up for grabs'. No wonder morale is low at the ABC and 

change fatigue is in the air. 

Mr Shier has no prior experience in public broadcasting. He has 

disregarded the ABC's sizable audience share and its responsibility to 

provide diverse programming, denigrating the ABC on the basis of its 

'low ratings'. He has indicated that ratings would be the mainstay of 

the new ABC. There are worrying signs of the downgrading of current 

affairs. 

Mr Shier has been out of Australia for more than 20 years and has 

embarked with undue haste on massive changes to the ABC. 
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without consulting its real shareholders, the 

Australian people. FABC has asked to be fully 

informed on the restructure taking place at the ABC. 

We want to know why these changes should occur 

and what they will achieve. In particular we want to 

know what impact it is anticipated they will have on 

specific networks, program areas and programs. 

Government neglect of the ABC remains the 

fundamental issue. 

The encompassing problem for the ABC is 

inadequate government funding. Sue Masters was 

promised a budget for producing Australian drama 

at Channel Ten that the ABC can only dream about. 

There is no funding for the ABC's new digital 

channel. The needs list is huge. 

The ABC must be given the funds from government 

to enable it to do what it is charged to do as a public 

broadcaster. 

 

Below: Mon Taylor (Anne Phelan) in Something in 

the Air 
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Dead Man Hosting 

 

Now that his obituaries as 

presenter of the 7.30 Report 

have been virtually written, 

Kerry O'Brien's role at the 

ABC appears to be a case of 

Dead Man Hosting. An era is 

about to end. The program is 

unlikely to go ahead next 

year, but senior 

management, reportedly 

unnerved by the outpourings 

of public support, have said 

it will not be touched for six 

months. 

PETER WILMOTH 

The Prime Minister has made it clear that he does not like 

Kerry O'Brien, yet the public regard Kerry O'Brien as one of 

the best broadcasters and political interviewers on Australian 

television. Any move to sack or sideline him at this time must 

be seen as being politically motivated, calling into question 

the influence of the Federal Government on the current 

management. 

Attacks on O'Brien are occurring in the context of what 

appears to be a wider move to downgrade current affairs on 

television. It is no secret that the government would be 

pleased with such a move. As the former Liberal Prime 

Minister Malcolm Fraser put it, they would like Australia to be 

the sort of place where everyone turned to the sporting news 

first. 

Already Lateline has suffered from what appears to have been 

ill-considered changes to late night news and comment - its 

distinctive discussion segment hacked off to leave Lateline as 

just another late night news bulletin. 

Now that the current affairs part of Lateline has already 

gone, any decision to move the 7.30 Report out of prime 

time would only confirm fears that ABC management has 

done so at the government's behest. 

These changes are not occurring in an overgrown area of 

television. There are too few current affairs programs on 

ABC TV, not too many. The 7.30 Report and Lateline are the 

only two daily programs which comment upon and 

investigate the big issues in Australian public affairs. 

Current affairs programs don't help the ABC's relationship 

with the government - any government, Labor or Liberal. 

They don't rate as well as SeaChange, but current affairs is 

an essential part of the ABC's charter obligations. Yes, there 

needs to be better coverage of state and regional issues, 

but without detracting from coverage of national and 

international affairs. 

 

Of the mooted new 9.30 news/current affairs program, 

Meakin [Nine Networks current affairs chief] said: "I can't 

believe we deserve this big a free kick. I don't think a 9.30 

show on the ABC would be a success. The ABC is running 

the risk of losing whatever's left of their current affairs 

mantle." 

And as current affairs on commercial television becomes 

less substantial by the week ... the role of serious ABC 

current affairs becomes more, not less, important. 

PETER WILMOTH Sun-Herald 9/7/00 
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Shier folly 

- A case of history repeating itself? 

 

The prescient Errol Simper 

writing in The Australian as 

far back as December last 

year foreshadowed what 

seems to be happening 

now. 

RIGHT or wrong, there are those who fancy they discern 

parallels between the appointment of Jonathan Shier as 

managing director of the ABC and that of Geoffrey Whitehead 

in 1984. 

Both were -are -outsiders, to all intents and purposes. Neither 

could, or can, claim an ABC back- ground. Shier, though born 

here, hasn't had Australian broadcasting experience any more 

than had Whitehead, who somehow contrived to survive until 

October 1986. There isn't space here for a detailed analysis of 

what went 'wrong' with Whitehead's incumbency. In very 

broad -all but simplistic -terms, there were staff perceptions, 

[Whitehead, sometime after his resignation] wrote a 

book, Inside the ABC, effectively his account of his period 

in charge. It was a while back, but some of Whitehead's 

remarks might be worth evaluating afresh. 

This is from Inside the ABC: 

"The reaction of the press to news of my appointment 

was, predictably, mixed. None of their advance 

speculation had proved correct and , not much was 

known about me in Australia. Not much was known about 

me in New Zealand, for that matter." Parallels with Shier? 

Well, still with Whitehead's book: "I saw Molomby and 

asked him: 'Is it going to be peace or war?' He replied that 

his constituency was not just the staff who had elected 

him but the wider Australian public." 

It's probably worthwhile re- visiting some of that history 

because, if there IS substance to perceptions of Shier-

Whitehead parallels, a glance at history might prevent 

repetition of it. The greatest problem could arise from 

Shier losing touch with, else never connecting with, what 

Molomby described to Whitehead as the 'constituency'. 

That's us, the staff, the community, everyone who uses 

 

Cartoon courtesy Peter Nicholson 



centred on the then staff-elected director, Tom Molomby, that 

Whitehead's rather fuzzy direction wasn't appropriate. There 

were board splits and community confusion. Whitehead's 

position gradually became uncomfortable and, eventually, 

close to untenable. The board then took the rather 

extraordinary decision to appoint its own - Government-

appointed -chairman, David Hill, as Whitehead's successor. 

any of the ABC's outlets. To one degree or another, that's 

pretty well everyone in Australia and many well beyond 

its geographical boundaries. 

No one would wish another Whitehead-era schism on the 

national broadcaster. But the fault-line to one could be the very 

fact that Shier is an outsider. Outsiders, are prone to listen to 

an insistent voice, whether from Canberra or even the 

boardroom. This wouldn't be so surprising. Without inside 

contacts, without being informed by a prevailing 

culture/tradition, you're more likely to listen to alternative 

messages. That may simply be human nature. It's human 

nature, too, to be informed by what you've been inculcated 

with in previous lives- Shier's background says he's been 

informed, at least to a degree, by sales and marketing. He has 

already spoken about the broadcaster taking advertising on its 

Internet site. It doesn't require an Einstein to recognise that 

should you put all this - lack of public broadcasting background, 

entrepreneurial enthusiasm, a marketing orientation -together, 

then you have fertile ground for a culture clash. 

Should, for example, Shier persist with support for a profit-

driven on-line service, he'd seed some of that schism-fertile 

ground. How long before an ABC content provider would be 

told: "Mate, that science stuff is going down well on-line. Why 

don't we drop poetry and books and do more about 

dinosaurs?" That's how you destroy independent broadcasting. 

That's how the marketing imperative takes over. It's terrifyingly 

simple. The corporation has already made a strategic error in 

submitting its latest triennial funding plan to Canberra, 

pledging to raise for itself an extra $45 million or so through 

ABC shops and entrepreneurial exercises over the next three 

years. 

For a public broadcaster to commit itself to 'making' a 

certain amount of money -an amount now certain to be 

taken into account when funding is allocated -is a little 

odd, if not daft. 

Anyway, Whitehead's book makes it clear he was given to 

believe the commodity the ABC most required when he 

took over was 'change'. Quite what change, what it was 

designed to accomplish or why change was so vital, is 

much less clear. There's the delicate nuance in the air just 

now that, in one way or another, Shier will - likewise -

enter the corporation next March with much the same 

belief. 

To be absolutely fair and sensible, we can't yet know 

what Shier believes.But if - if - he happens to believe we'd 

be best served by a semi-commercial broadcaster which 

sells Web commercials and outsources all its TV except 

news and current affairs, he's wrong. If - if - he believes 

everyone is desperate to see the national broadcaster 

ransacked of its public broadcasting traditions, especially 

in the light of the unedifying afterglow of the cash- for-

comment scandal which has smeared commercial 

broadcasting, then Shier isn't suitable for the job. 

If the board found itself with a rather underwhelming list 

of candidates, it should simply have sent off its 

consultant, Russell Reynolds, and told it to better earn its 

commission. 

An edited version of an article in The Australian 23/12/99 
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Political interference and self-censorship 

Phillip Adams 

In the classic Japanese film Rashomon, a single incident is re-

enacted four times, as it was perceived and experienced by 

each protagonist. Not long ago I had a meeting with Radio 

But there are bigger, blacker clouds over Ultimo. As in 

my case, the thunder and lightning seems politically 

generated. The organisation is agog at the story that 

one of the new management team tried to prevent 

ABC TV screening Malcolm Fraser's Darwin lecture - 

insisting that it should be archived rather than 



National managers about my future - or lack of it - on the 

airwaves, and here too each of the participants sees it 

differently. 

But one thing is not in dispute. The managers were responding 

to unprecedented pressures on RN and, in particular, to 

political pressures on yours truly. The black cloud described as 

hovering over my career had formed in Canberra and was 

rumbling and flashing over ABC headquarters. 

RN has been expecting the chop for more than 10 years. ... 

With the arrival of Jonathan Shier, beleaguered staff members 

were convinced that their beloved network was, once again, 

marked for destruction - either through closure or through 

merger. 

On Wednesday, the new boss of radio Sue Howard finally met 

me. She assured me that the rumours of RNÕs demise were 

baseless and that the network would soldier on. This is good 

news. 

transmitted. ..... 

But these blues [with Paul Keating] are nothing to the 

ongoing attacks of John Howard, beginning with the 

vengeful budget cuts and continuing via a barrage of 

complaints on every imaginable issue. Only the 

weather forecasts have escaped criticism. 

Which brings us to the issue of political interference 

at the ABC. Seen from the inside, the campaign 

against the ABC has been remarkably successful - with 

broadcasters showing an increasing readiness to self-

censor, lest they bring down the wrath of the gods. 

Political interference. It's the issue the Senate 

estimates committee should investigate. How are the 

pressures being applied to the ABC? And how are they 

being handled? 

PHILLIP ADAMS W/E Australian 2-3/9/00 

Support for Phillip Adams from an unlikely quarter 

MICHAEL DUFFY has been a consistent critic of the ABC, so the 

following defence of Phillip Adams and Kerry OÕBrien is of 

particular interest. 

'So I would welcome a reduction of this blatant support for the 

ALP and what it stands for. But does this mean sacking the two 

men most associated with this bias? Absolutely not. O'Brien 

and Adams are also two of the country's most talented 

broadcasters. They are tough, professional, experienced, 

articulate and extremely smart. They are never boring, they 

deliver excellent television and radio and the ABC would be 

poorer without them.' 

If Kerry O'Brien and Phillip Adams are sacked, it will be an 

Absolute Bloody Catastrophe. 

RUTH BOSCHEN, Letter in The Age ... 

 

'So Jonathan Shier needs to be careful. Maybe John 

Howard thinks the middle class want less pro-ALP 

broadcasting. But our first desire is for professional and 

intelligent broadcasting. To get rid of such people as 

Adams and O'Brien would deprive us of a great deal of 

this.' 

'The solution would be to concede that the ABC needs 

such people and then create other programs with 

other presenters who are objective or even biased in 

favour of conservative values. It's not necessary for 

every program to be right down the middle, as long as 

there's a diversity of views. 'One of the things the 

Howard Government will be judged on will be the state 

of the ABC when it leaves office. Getting rid of the 

corporation's most talented broadcasters, whatever 

their political views, would seem to be an ideological 

luxury it cannot afford.' 

Courier-Mail 22/7/00 
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New funds for Radio Australia 

After months of lobbying by Friends of the ABC and many others, the 

Federal Government has said that it will restore a small part of the 

funds it cut from Radio Australia in 1997. It has announced a one-off 

grant of $9 million over 3 years. It is not clear whether strings are 

attached to the grant. 

The Foreign Minister, Mr Downer, and the Communications 

Minister, Senator Alston, pointed to recent regional problems as the 

driving force in the Government's somersault. Recent events have 

highlighted the value of Australia's international broadcasting 

activities in conveying accurate news and information to the region, 

as well as providing an Australian perspective, they said. Michelle 

Grattan, SMH 9/8/00 

The increased funding of $3m a year is likely to be spent on 

improving transmission facilities into Asia. Prior to the closure of Cox 

Peninsula in 1997, Radio Australia used the publicly owned 

transmission system. With the Government's recent sale of Cox to 

Christian Vision, RA will need to negotiate its access to shortwave 

transmission on a commercial basis - either with the new owners of 

Cox or with the proprietors of an overseas facility. 

Jean-Gabriel Manguy, manager of Radio Australia, speaking on the 

Media Report, 10/8/00: 

'It will help us improve our transmission capacity into Asia, and it will 

also allow us to consider boosting our production capacity. So it'll be 

a matter of basically looking at the additional resources, to see how 

best we can use those resources in terms of transmission and 

production. 

I mean there is no doubt that our focus on Indonesia 

is fairly strong, so we'll pay particular attention to 

Indonesia, but we hope also to be able to look a bit 

beyond and certainly help for instance, listeners in 

Vietnam and China, who've had tremendous difficulty 

listening to our programs in the last three years. So 

we'll have to sit down and look seriously at the 

resources.' 

The earlier decision to sell the transmitters to a 

fundamentalist Christian group has dumbfounded 

many, even its owner, Mr Bob Edmiston: 

'It seems like a miracle we got the site, considering 

the competition,' he said. 'It dropped in our lap really 

so we have to say maybe God had a hand in it.' * 

Mr Edmiston would not confirm what his group paid 

for the transmitter, but other sources have claimed 

the final sale price was no more than $2m, even 

though the new equipment bought in the 1990s cost 

at least $12m. Mr Edmiston says it would cost at least 

$25m to build such a transmitter. 

Michelle Gilchrist, The Australian, 17/7/00 

*Surely he's not referring to Senator Alston? 

Any requirement of Christian Vision that RA's 

broadcasts do not conflict with its objectives - as has 

been suggested - would be unacceptable, an 

interference in the ABC's independence. 

 

Alston backflips on broadcaster's role 

In any language, the Howard Government's approach to Radio 

Australia has been shortsighted, incoherent and irresponsible. Its 

decision to spend $9 million in resurrecting Radio Australia, while an 

overdue remedial step for foreign policy, reflects domestic policy 

failure and is an embarrassment. No one should feel this more 

acutely than Communications Minister Richard Alston. 

BBC radio boost relays diplomacy 

The British Government has announced a 3.8% rise, on top of 

inflation, for the BBC World Service, giving it an extra 64 million 

pounds ($A166 million) over three years. 

This is one of the biggest rises for years, and results from the 

Government's perception that the BBC is nowadays more 

important for British foreign policy than any number of diplomats 

Two months ago the Government sold Radio 

Australia's former radio transmitter on the Cox 

Peninsula for well below its real value. Senator Alston 

did not believe regional short-wave radio had a 

future. 

He has been saying that since 1997, when he 

embraced the Mansfield report's recommendation to 

close Radio Australia and transfer Australia Television 

from the ABC to the private sector. Since then RA's 

budget, staff and its assets have been slashed to save 

an insignificant slice of the ABC budget. 

But the cost in terms of regional foreign policy and 

influence have been far higher. The virtual 

disappearance of Radio Australia came at a time of 

unrest throughout the Asia-Pacific, when access to 

unbiased news and current affairs was never more 

necessary. 



in embassies. 

News of the BBC funding boost comes after last month's decision 

by Australia to sell its Cox transmitter near Darwin for what was 

rumoured to be a mere $2 million to British charity organisation 

Christian Vision. 

LONDON TIMES, July 2000 

 

The Government must guarantee the ABC is funded 

sufficiently to support independent regional 

broadcasting. This must not be left to the whim of 

ministers who are blinded by self-importance and 

blind to our place in the region. 

Part of an editorial in The Australian 10/8/00 
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Let them eat cake * 

Concentration in the media on the doings and possible future 

doings of new managing director Jonathan Shier has distracted 

attention from Senator Alston's most recent neglect of the ABC. 

Labor and the Democrats have won the right for the ABC to 

'multichannel', that is, to use its digital spectrum for one or more 

new TV channels. In the May Budget the Government ignored the 

ABC's request for money to produce content for a new channel (to 

be known as ABC Plus); and after the legislation was passed Senator 

Alston made clear that there would be no extra money for 

producing new programs. It was not needed, he said - the ABC can 

'mine the archives' for content. 

The ABC had requested $192 million over three years for digital 

program content, or $64 million per annum. Mr Shier said that the 

ABC 'clearly' does not have funds for multichannelling content. 'The 

idea that the ABC will just battle on and do this on its own is not 

real,' he said. 

So what options for funding new digital programming does the ABC 

have? 

It could do nothing. That is, not use its multichannelling capacity, 

and simply transmit Channel 2 in analogue and digital, as it is 

obliged to do by law. 

It could theoretically 'battle on and do it on its own', 

creating new content for multichannelling, as Senator 

Alston has told it to do. This could take up to $64m out of 

the cost of running the rest of the ABC - tantamount to a 

cut of more than 10%. Any diversion of funding for digital 

content would be squeezing already depleted resources. 

Or it could 'aggressively pursue commercial sources of 

funding'. This is a path that Mr Shier is exploring and 

which we fear he is most likely to follow. If this were done 

to raise the needed $64m annually, it would bring the 

proportion of its budget from commercially raised funding 

to over 25% by our calculations. This would be a great 

leap towards commercialisation. You cannot be 75% 

independent. 

The fourth option is to fight for increased government 

funding.The responsibility for this lies with Mr Shier and 

the ABC board, with the support of the Australian people 

behind them. Mr Shier has said he will not 'go cap in hand 

to the Government'. If that's what it takes, that is what he 

should do. That is what the ABC has always had to do. The 

Government should not be let off the hook. 

*Marie-Antoinette's response when the starving poor 

demanded bread - not long before her demise. 

The Budget revisited 

Who is going to protect the interests of the national 

broadcaster? 

The government rejected the ABC's pleas for more funds to boost 

its flagging levels of Australian content and to expand its 

television services in the digital age. Despite a detailed 

submission outlining how the ABC planned to start a second 

television channel in 2001, offering more regional and 

educational programming, the [May] Budget confirmed that the 

Vicki Bourne, the Democrats' spokesperson for 

communications: 

The ABC and SBS will be required to provide closed 

captioning and to commission or convert programs to HDTV 

format. Morever, to truly fulfil their Charter obligations in 

the digital era, the national broadcasters will also need to 

engage in datacasting and multichannelling, yet there is 

funding for none of this in the Government's Budget. 

The Government has a legislated responsibility to properly 



national broadcaster's funding for the next three years will 

remain unchanged. 

In contrast, the regional commercial channels have had more 

success in their quest for government assistance to meet the cost 

of introducing digital transmission. Over the next 13 years, the 

regional licensees will receive $260 million in licence fee rebates, 

representing half of their estimated costs. 

Anne Davies SMH 10/7/00 

Moreover, while the SBS was compensated for the rising costs of 

buying overseas content by $8m annually, no such allowance was 

made to the ABC. The ABC's overseas programming expenditure 

rose from $25m in 1996 to $35m 1998-99, expenditure which it 

met by borrowing. It did not get a penny extra. 

Another virtual cut. 

fund the ABC and SBS. As this Budget marks the start of a 

new funding triennium for the national broadcasters, it 

seems clear that the Government has no intention of 

meeting their responsibilities. This is the latest phase of a 

persistent campaign to undermine the viability of our 

national broadcasters, especially the ABC. 

Senator Vicki Bourne expressed her frustration when she 

said in the Senate: 

Who is going to protect the interests of the national 

broadcaster? 

- exasperated at the lengths taken to protect the interests 

of the commercial networks. 

Why did the Minister for Communications head his 

media release BUDGET PROVIDES SECURE DIGITAL 

FUTURE FOR ABC AND SBS when he gave the ABC only 

one third of the money needed to convert to digital, 

when he initially prohibited it from multi-channelling, 

and when he ignored ABC requests for funding for 

content for digital channels? 
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New Zealand Government stumbles in backflip over 

public service broadcasting 

When Labour Prime Minister Helen Clark came to power 

in New Zealand last year she proposed a return to the 

public service broadcasting model of the past. Several 

months later little has changed - or looks like changing. 

Before 1989 New Zealand had only public broadcasting: a 

national radio service and two television channels on 

which a limited amount of advertising was allowed. But 

with the National Government under Jennie Shipley all 

this changed. 

Mick O'Regan discussed the recent history of broadcasting 

in NZ with television presenter Gordon Harcourt on the 

Media Report. 

Gordon Harcourt: So television in New Zealand all of a 

sudden was being told [by the National Government] 

'Thou shalt make a dividend; thou shalt become 

Gordon Harcourt: Very much. It all began in '84 and everything 

changed and broadcasting was one of the last things to change 

really. So people were exhausted by reform debates by then, 

and nothing really attracted very much attention any more. 

Mick O'Regan: Well, if we swing rightthrough to the election 

last year of the Labour Government, led by Prime Minister 

Helen Clark - when she came in, and even before, during the 

campaign, if my recollection is correct, she spoke of the 'crass 

commercialism' of television in New Zealand. WhatÕs been the 

result of her election and what's the Labour Government 

doing? 

Gordon Harcourt: The Labour Government virtually declared 

war on TVNZ. Helen Clark's government put that debate into 

terms of 'We must have a return to the public broadcasting of 

old.' 

Mick O'Regan: So when Helen Clark speaks of public 

broadcasting, does she, or her government, elicit a definition of 



profitable; deliver it then to the government.' 

That meant that the mandate for TVNZ had changed. It 

was no longer a public broadcaster, it had to become a 

profit making company. So in order to do that, out went 

the modes of public service broadcasting, out went any 

real commitment to serving minorities, to a diversity of 

programming. In went an all-out commitment to making a 

profit and screwing the other guy. 

It passed at the time, with very little comment at all. The 

focus was on the emergence of the new private 

broadcaster. So the changing structure didn't elicit great 

comment; it took a while for people to realise how their 

television was changing. 

Mick O'Regan: So within the broad sweep of deregulation 

that was carried out by successive governments, 

deregulating the media was just seen as another card in 

that deck, so to speak? 

what it might comprise? 

Gordon Harcourt: Oh no, that's far too difficult. No, there is this 

mythical beast of public broadcasting, it's almost like the 

Tasmanian Tiger of New Zealand Television. Fifteen years ago 

there was a strong culture of public service broadcasting. That 

has been progressively eradicated over 15 years. 

This is an edited version of part of the broadcast on the Media 

Report of 29 June on Radio National. So far nothing has 

changed. Is a return to genuine public broadcasting in fact 

possible? 

There's the political contradiction. A public service broadcaster 

must be independent of government. A government that is 

dictating reform to the broadcasters is asserting a power that is 

anathema to the idea of public broadcasting. 

And the will to do it is not there. The monster that is 

commercial broadcasting gobbles up and spits out the 

standards of public broadcasting. The skills, the creativity, the 

responsibility, the ideals, the ethos - the whole culture of public 

broadcasting is lost. 

There's a lesson here for a country not a million miles away. 

Lost in the desert without the ABC 

Your editor recently went outback and spent three rough 

days crossing the Simpson Desert with a group of like-

minded people. 

A poll was taken of the 18 travellers. Of the 12 Australians, 

there were three Friends of the ABC and the others were 

all keen ABC watchers and listeners. There were two New 

Zealanders who were frankly envious, and six Germans 

who didn’t know what they were missing. 

There is no doubt this was a highly significant poll which 

the politicians are advised to take note of. JL 
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Why is the ABC being madeover? 

When you cut a swathe through the backyard and start 

making plans for a garden renovation it's generally because 

there's something wrong with it. It's not a decision you take 

lightly. It will be costly and you may not know a lot about how 

to do it. 

Of course the ABC has suffered and shows the effects of that 

draconian cut, especially in television - much reduced 

Australian content, more repeats, less hard-edged 

investigative television, more British cooking programs, less 

home-grown drama - but little that proper funding couldn't fix. 

And in Parliamentary and News Radio and Online, there was 



So we ask the questions: why is a swathe being slashed 

through our ABC, why is a radical overhaul proposed, and 

what is wrong with the ABC that justifies yet another brutal 

reorganisation? 

In 1996 when Senator Alston called into being a review of the 

ABC by Bob Mansfield, he was looking for areas of the 

broadcaster that could be safely - from the point of view of 

public reaction - cut back or excised. A 'narrowing of focus' it 

was euphemistically called. Mansfield was able to report that 

the organisation that Senator Alston was responsible for 

commanded a degree of respect and loyalty - not to say love - 

that commercial firms 'would die for'. 

On a corporation budget cut by 12% (31.2% less in real terms 

than it had been in 1985-86) every area of radio and television 

was squeezed. 

(Despite this, in an effort to prove its efficiency to a hostile 

government, in 1996-97 millions of dollars were spent on 

consultants and on the radical overhaul which became One 

ABC - now a victim of the new regime and a rapidly fading 

memory.) 

actually innovation and expansion without any extra grants. 

This was an organisation that could adjust to adversity and 

keep on producing quality public broadcasting, with all that 

that implies. 

Now to hard evidence of what the Australian public thinks of 

the ABC. Every year polls are taken to gauge public support 

and valuation of their national broadcaster. 

The most recent detailed survey - by Newspoll in December 

1998 - found that 86% of respondents rated the quality of ABC 

television as good (compared to only 44% for commercial 

television); 88% rated ABC radio programming as good quality 

(compared to 66% for commercial radio). 

Despite the fact that ABC produces TV and radio with more 

staff than the commercial networks, relative costs per hour of 

broadcasting show that the ABC is twice as efficient. For radio 

services per broadcast hour, the ABC's costs are 40% of those 

of the commercial sector; the cost of television provision per 

broadcast hour by the ABC is 36% of the commercial sector's. 

ABCzINE winter 2000 

The critical measure being applied by current management 

is ratings. Even on the measure of average cost per rating 

point, the ABC approximately equals the commercial TV 

networks (apart from Ten). In 1998 These were the TV costs 

per rating point across the networks: for Nine it was 

$22.3m, for Seven $23.2m, for the ABC $23.7m, and for Ten 

$16.7m. 

ABCzINE summer 2000 

Each year a research company runs a poll asking respondents 

which institutions they value or believe are good for Australia. 

For many years the number of those citing the ABC sat on 85% 

but in the most recent poll it leapt to 92%. 

ABC media release. 

Another indication of how much Australians value their ABC is 

how much they are willing to pay for it. The evidence is in 

National Social Science Survey polling made available in March 

2000 for ANU research in public policy. On the specific 

question of ABC funding, respondents indicated that 40% 

thought more should be spent on the ABC, as opposed to 14% 

who thought less (the others supporting the status quo). The 

last time these questions were asked, in 1992, only 28% 

favoured an increase and 22% a decrease. 

Of those supporting more taxes spent on the ABC, the poll 

reported a willingness to spend $48 per head per annum, or 

12.6 cents a day. Currently the outlay on the ABC is only $38 

per head per annum - about 9 cents a day. 

ABCzINE winter 2000 

In other words, increasing funding to the ABC will bring 

results at the most important poll of all. 
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Letting the creative juices flow - away from the ABC 

The following are excerpts from an article by ANNE DAVIES 

[A massive overhaul of the organisation is taking place, with 21 

new program-making units planning content across all the 

media.] Under Shier's broadbrush model, the production units 



in the Sydney Morning Herald. 

Change is never pleasant, but Shier's decision to spill the 

entire senior management of the ABC and ask more than 

300 senior staff to reapply for their jobs has the organisation 

on the brink of crisis. 

The Sydney Morning Herald spoke to more than 40 senior 

staff at the ABC to prepare this article. Many rang of their 

own accord to talk about their concerns. None would go on 

the record. But the emotions were the same: fear, anger, 

shock, resignation. 

In the corridors of Ultimo, Gore Hill and Southbank offices, 

staff debate whether what is happening is a deliberate 

agenda to purge the broadcaster of people identified as 'part 

of the ABC culture', or just the result of incompetent 

management. 

Either way, the result of the internal restructuring of the ABC 

underway by Shier is certain to result in a major drain of 

talent from the network. Some, like Sue Masters, will go 

voluntarily. Some will be pushed. Others sensing that the 

culture is about to be changed forever, are putting their 

fingers in the wind for new opportunities. On some 

estimates, it is likely 40% of incumbents will go. 

We trained hard, but it seemed that every time we were 

beginning to form up in teams we would be reorganised. I 

was to learn later in life that we tend to meet any new 

situation by reorganising - and a wonderful method it can 

be for creating the illusion of progress whilst creating 

confusion, inefficiency and demoralisation. 

Petronius, 65 AD 

Thanks to Doug Tilley 

 

will pitch ideas to the outlets - TV, radio and online - who will 

then decide whether they wish to fund them. 

They will then buy production facilities from a third unit. But the 

flesh that will make this model work is still, after five months, to 

be articulated. 

Then there is the hiatus over budgets. 

Program units are working with temporary budgets which run 

out in October, and have not yet heard what their real budget 

for this financial year will be. 

Hiring of new staff is also difficult. A memo from human 

resources, obtained by the SMH, shows that all appointments, 

even the lowliest of reporters, must now be sanctioned by 

Shier's executive committee. 

In the meantime, Shier's reorganisation comes at significant 

financial cost. Because many of those being eased out have 

been at the ABC for many years, the redundancy bill is expected 

to be as high as $5 million. The cost of searching for 

replacements and interviewing internally is also likely to run into 

the millions. 

Confirmation that Shier was headhunting before even sighting 

his new employees has reinforced support for the cultural purge 

theory. 

But even if Shier is looking for the best talent - 'a meritocracy' as 

he insists - the strategy of spilling all positions may be backfiring. 

The departure of Sue Masters is a case in point. At his only 

address to staff in June, Shier singled out Masters for praise. A 

few weeks later, he told her, and many other staff, they would 

need to reapply for their own jobs. 

News soon spread to the commercial television sector. The ABC 

pays its high flyers between $150,000 and $180,000, well below 

the salaries of commercial networks, so it is easy pickings. 

ANNE DAVIES SMH 26/8/00 

Staff unrest at the ABC 

A report in The Australian a few days before we went to 

press 

The ABC managing director Jonathan Shier faces an 

unprecedented staff revolt after just five months in the job, 

with staff across the nation to attend stopwork meetings 

next week to discuss action in the face of dozens of key 

sackings and a redesign of the national broadcaster. 

A bulletin from the Community and Public Sector Union 2/9 

The lack of accountability and public service process in hiring 

new staff is the main concern, along with the use of 

headhunters at a cost of $250,000. The union also complained 

about the departure of 'some of the most talented program 

makers in Australia', the raft of new middle managers on 

salaries of more than $200,000 and the secrecy in which Mr 

Shier's team is working. 

AMANDA MEADE The Australian 2/9/00 . 



stated: 

Staff are beginning to question the direction that the MD is 

travelling and the growing view that some of the central 

planks of public broadcasting are being removed at the ABC. 

There has been little or no consultation with the owners of 

the ABC, the Australian public, about the changes. The MD's 

stated aim of increasing revenue from the e-business, 

particularly in new media, potentially introduces commercial 

influence into production areas. This repositioning is likely to 

result in a redefinition of the role of the national 

broadcaster. 

The Board and managing director are merely caretakers of 

the ABC. This unique cultural and information institution 

belongs to the people of Australia who will not allow the 

ABC to be moved away from the ethos of public 

broadcasting. It is Our ABC and our taxes which fund it 
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For our ABC, let the geese show us the way 

Robyn Williams 

It's high time the Federal Government started supporting instead 

of neglecting public broadcasting, writes Robyn Williams. 

Did you know that there's a 'goose theory of leadership'? Think of 

the V-shaped flying formation adopted by big birds with small 

wings. They stay just behind and to the side of the wingtip of the 

bird ahead, This cancels air turbulence, reduces drag and saves 

energy - up to 50 per cent on long migratory flights. Vital! 

The bird at the apex of the V, the leader, gets less of the benefit. 

So geese take turns there. The birds behind honk to say, 'We're 

still with you. Onwards and upwards!' All geese, not just the 

leader, know where they're headed. If one goose is taken poorly 

and descends, two others go too, to help. 

This charming version of leadership did not come my way via the 

good fairy of the north but from Professor Ashley Goldsworthy, 

executive director of the Business/Higher Education Round Table 

and former Federal president of the Liberal party. He was giving a 

lecture at Griffith University two weeks ago. 

Did it remind me in anyway of the ABC in 2000? Well, yes - of my 

own department and Radio National. Of higher echelons? Well, 

no. Should my $50 travel expense acquittal really have to go 

through six layers of management approval, including the MD? 

Along with geese, oddly enough, I'm fond of 

Bill Gates - the Gates' theory of creative management. 

Gates set up his second Microsoft lab outside Seattle 

three years ago, with a three-line riding instruction to the 

professor of computing he'd appointed as boss. It went: 

1. Hire the best people you can find and let them do 

what they want.  

2. If all your projects succeed, you've failed. 

3. Get staff from far and wide, not just from around the 

comer. 

We have, without knowing they were geese or Gates, 

used both theories in the ABC Radio science unit for 

many years. And it's worked superbly. Hire the best and 

they create a momentum that causes mediocrity to fall 

away; it's more efficient. Let them have freedom to be 

inventive and you'll nurture scintillating ideas. These will 

pay for themselves. 

In case you think this is all hubris: I have never been head 

of my unit. Lynne Malcolm is now lead goose, and doing 

brilliantly. We have the best contacts in the world, make 

programs (The Health Report, Earthbeat, The Science 

Show, Ockham's Razor, In Conversation, The Comfort 

Zone) which receive tremendous response, and we are 

innovating constantly. This week, for the first time, The 

Science Show can be heard, on the Net, anywhere in the 

world. Forget puny RN ratings. Here comes the global 

audience! 

It is thrilling to be working with the A-team. And you 

know when you're there. It's relaxed, collegiate, 

intelligent, and open to fresh ideas, new people. 



Especially new people. But you need the wherewithal. 

I remember when the A-team from Melbourne, the natural 

history unit (Wolves of the Sea, Dragons of Galapagos), came up 

with a plan in 1985 to do our Australian version of 

Attenborough's Life On Earth. They argued their case to ABC 

management and - joy! - $3 million was put towards the project. 

We (I took part) were given a clear run for the next three years to 

make the series. 

Nature of Australia opened in May 1988 on BBC2 with an 

audience of 8.2 million. It has been on air, somewhere, ever since. 

Video sales have been gigantic. Quality pays for itself. We had 

followed all three Gates' rules, especially the second one about 

risk-taking, and reaped the benefits. 

Of course, there can be a misreading of the goose school of 

leadership - they do strut. Autocracy doesn't work in creative 

organisations. That's why the best firms look more like orchestras 

than like armies. 

I cannot comment directly on the new management of the ABC. I 

have never met any of them. 

I don't know what they look like unless I've seen their 

faces in the paper. But, apart from goosestepping, there's 

another worry about certain management approaches, 

and that is the extinguishing of memory. 

The ABC, like a healthy human being, has a sense of 

purpose by knowing where it has come from. Never 

before, in my experience, have we lost so much 

corporate hinterland all at once. 

It is also wise to avoid the 'Mr Bean Theory of 

Management' where the new boss lands from the sky on 

a moonbeam and uses the organisation as an adventure 

playground. I've seen this happen several times in my 30 

years in the ABC. We cannot survive another episode. 

Last Wednesday at The Science Show's 25th birthday 

party, I said that the Federal Government had run public 

broadcasting like the Russians ran submarines - and with 

similar results. I was referring to gross neglect. 

It's time for proper support and an era of geese and 

Gates. High time! 

SMH 28/8/00 
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Gladys 

Interview with Games Supremo John Clarke 

Journo: The IOC delegates, are they the sleazebags that your 

colleague Gina Riley says? 

John Clarke: Gina's got a tendency to regard unattractive, sleazy, 

domineering, sexist men as a bit of a problem. I can't see what the 

issue is there, but she has a bit of a bee in the bonnet about being 

mauled by a lot of drunken idiots who she finds deeply repulsive. 

As I say, I can't see the problem. 

Journo: These are, sadly, Olympics where we've had corruption, 

greed and dishonourable acts across the board. Will the Olympic 

movement recover? 

John Clarke: These are not events. Some people have actually 

wanted to book for them. We’re telling people corruption is not an 

event, even though Australia could be expected to do rather well if 

One ABC dunny 

The male toilet near Brisbane's ABC newsroom is out of 

action and staff have been told it cannot be fixed for the 

moment because of severe budgetary restrictions. This 

means about 20 staff wander a long way to the nearest 

privy. This state of discomfort prompted a wag to suggest 

the next change at the ABC will be unisex toilets. 'Well, 

they combined TV and radio, so why not the toilets?' 

Courier Mail 17/7/00 

FLUSHED with success following our victorious call to 

arms in this column against the ban on taking a packed 

lunch into Olympic venues, we are prepared to take on 

the Olympic heavies again. Insecure sponsors have 

persuaded the authorities to ban personal advertising by 

spectators - that means no messages on clothing. 

Now is the time to launder your FABC T-shirts, order your 



it were to become an event. 

Journo: What is the most significant aspect of the Olympic Games 

for you? 

John Clarke: I'd say probably that itÕs a great symbol of youth and 

Australia is a young country. That's to say it's not, it's a very old 

country, geologically one of the oldest countries in the world and 

it has an Aboriginal population that's been here for 40,000 years. 

But white male management consultants have only been here a 

relatively short period, so I regard it as a relatively young country. 

from The West Australian, 10/6/00 

John Clarke, Head of Administration and Logistics for The Games, 

is a very busy man. Pressure in fact is building intolerably. 

'The pace is an absolute cracker in here, the Opening Ceremony is 

bearing down on us like a rogue seahorse and the budget blowout 

recently began appearing on photos of the earth taken from 

Voyager 2.' 

Cartoon courtesy 

George Aldridge 

bananas-without-pyjamas caps, stick on your temporary 

ABC logo tattoos and place your 'independent media? 

simple as abc' stickers on your bags, foreheads and any 

other exposed flesh. 

 

It's your AB... 

There must be something in the air-conditioning down at 

Jonathan Shier's new streamlined and economically 

rational ABC. 

Word is the beloved Bananas in Pyjamas are to split, with 

one joining Delia's How To Cook for a lovely fruit salad, 

while the other is starring in a new adult drama - without 

the pyjamas. 

In other efforts to attract more adult viewers, the youth 

series Race around the World, which has already been 

downsized to Race around Oz, will now be hosted by 

Sigrid Thornton and retitled Race around Pearl Bay. 

Meanwhile, in more serious 

programming, Compass seems to have lost direction and 

is gone, while in an effort to cut down on repetition and 

waste, Dateline, Stateline, Landline and Lateline will all be 

combined into one show simply titled Line. 

In accordance with the ABC's charter to replace all 

original Australian programming with British sitcoms, 

episodes of Order in the House will be simply replaced by 

old episodes of Man about the House. 

Also floated is the radical idea to sell the 'C' from ABC 

to Wheel of Fortune, and change the name of the 

organisation to something that is more suitable to this 

economically rational environment. 

Yes, it's your ABN. 

Stay in TouchSMH 5/7/00 

 


